Aims/hypothesis It is currently not clear how to construct a time-and cost-effective screening strategy for gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). Thus, we elaborated a simple screening algorithm combining (1) fasting plasma glucose (FPG) measurement; and (2) a multivariable risk estimation model focused on individuals with normal FPG levels to decide if a further OGTT is indicated. Methods A total of 1,336 women were prospectively screened for several risk factors for GDM within a multicentre study conducted in Austria. Of 714 women (53.4%) who developed GDM using recent diagnostic guidelines, 461 were sufficiently screened with FPG. A risk prediction score was finally developed using data from the remaining 253 women with GDM and 622 healthy women. The screening algorithm was validated with a further 258 pregnant women.
Background
Diabetes in pregnancy carries a great number of complications for children and mothers. In addition to obstetric complications from delivering a large for gestational age (LGA) child [1] [2] [3] , women affected by gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) are at high risk for developing overt type 2 diabetes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Although the appropriate criteria for diagnosing GDM have been debated for a long time, it is now well established that early identification and treatment of the disease can improve perinatal outcomes by reducing modifiable risk factors [11] . Recently, Tieu et al discussed different screening strategies for GDM [12] . While the OGTT is accepted as the diagnostic 'gold standard', it is currently not clear whether general screening and cost-intensive examination are preferable to the selective screening of individuals at particularly high risk. In the past, we and others have identified several risk factors for the occurrence of GDM, such as maternal age, obesity, history of GDM, family history of type 2 diabetes and ethnicity [5, 13, 14] . Used separately, these proposed risk indicators have shown limited diagnostic accuracy [15, 16] . Some researchers have further suggested that GDM screening based on risk factors might be more effective with the use of appropriate prediction models that include statistical combinations of several risk factors [16] [17] [18] . However, the design of a sufficient risk score requires an adequate number of cases and, moreover, additional validation to assess if the risk estimation model is effective in routine clinical use.
Another approach to reduce the absolute number of individuals to be screened includes using information based on the fasting plasma glucose (FPG) measurement to decide if it is necessary to continue with the full OGTT [19] . This seems to be conclusive in the light of the recently developed IADPSG (International Association for Diabetes in Pregnancy Study Groups) guidelines, which recommend that at least one of three measurements during the 2 h OGTT must exceed the thresholds to make a diagnosis [20] . Thus, an FPG level of 5.1 mmol/l or higher is a diagnostic marker for GDM and there is no indication for a further examination.
Taking this into account, we can conclude that an optimal screening algorithm for GDM should consist of two simple steps: (1) general FPG screening as a pretest; and (2) a risk factor examination in individuals with normal fasting glucose levels based on appropriately designed prediction models to detect women with low risk for GDM. The OGTT remains the diagnostic test for individuals with intermediate or high risk.
Thus, this study aimed to elaborate and finally validate a two-step screening algorithm exclusively focused on identifying the risk for GDM by using combined information from a universal pretest measuring FPG and a multivariable risk estimation model focused on individuals with normal FPG. As a secondary objective, we assessed the association of the algorithm with the risk of delivering LGA offspring.
Methods
This report is part of the Austrian Gestational Diabetes Study (AGDS), which aims to evaluate the predictive value of GDM-specific risk factors and to assess the efficacy of different criteria to diagnose GDM, with a prospective cohort study design as previously reported [14] . In short, we conducted an open multicentre study in five hospitals in different parts of Austria (Vienna, Salzburg, Steyr and Innsbruck) during [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] .
All participants underwent a broad risk evaluation at the initial contact, including: history of GDM, impaired fasting glucose (FPG ≥5.6 mmol/l) or impaired glucose tolerance (2 h OGTT ≥7.8 mmol/l) before pregnancy, previous recurrent abortions, glycosuria (>2.22 mmol/l), previous birthweight above 4,500 g, age (years), overweight or obesity (BMI >27 kg/m 2 ) before pregnancy, first-or second-degree relative with type 2 diabetes, previous preterm delivery (<37 weeks' gestation), ethnicity with a high risk for diabetes (i.e. Hispanic, African, Asian or Indian), weight gain of 10 kg or more during pregnancy, hypertension (BP ≥140/90 mmHg) and anamnesis of preconception dyslipidaemia (triacylglycerol >1.70 mmol/l or total cholesterol >5.18 mmol/l).
LGA was defined by using populationbased birthweight percentile charts (>90th percentile, adjusted for sex and age of the Austrian population).
Participants underwent a 2 h 75 g OGTT and detailed metabolic characterisation (including a routine blood examination, as well as fasting insulin and markers for subclinical inflammation, such as ultrasensitive C-reactive protein and active plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 in subgroups) beginning at 24 weeks' gestation, with follow-up for the duration of the pregnancy. For this report, the presence of GDM was re-evaluated using the newly defined IADPSG criteria as a reference standard (FPG ≥5.1 mmol/l, 1 h OGTT glucose ≥10.0 mmol/l or 2 h OGTT glucose ≥8.5 mmol/l) [20] . Women with a positive FPG examination were identified in a first step and the risk prediction model was elaborated on the remaining participants. If more than one OGTT was performed during the study period (i.e. in case of positive symptoms for GDM), we used the first diagnostic visit if further evaluation was unremarkable. Of the remaining 1,336 women who were screened for the above-defined risk factors, 714 (53.4%) developed GDM. A total of 330 women with GDM (46.2%) were treated with insulin. Four participants with primarily negative OGTT screening were referred for insulin therapy during follow-up and were thus also classified as having GDM. FPG screening was sufficient in 64.6% of GDM women (461/714). Thus, the sample for evaluating the multivariable risk estimation model in cases of normal FPG consisted of 253 women with GDM and 622 women with normal glucose. A total of 147 of these participants (16.8%) presented with none of the above-described risk factors for GDM.
A further sample of pregnant women attending the diabetes outpatient clinic of the Medical University of Vienna between 2007 and 2010 for routine GDM screening was prospectively compiled as a validation cohort. All participants underwent a detailed risk evaluation followed by a 2 h 75 g OGTT using the IADPSG criteria to diagnose GDM.
The study was approved by the local ethics committee and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All prospective investigated individuals gave written informed consent to participate.
Statistical analysis Continuous variables were summarised by mean ± SD and categorical variables by counts and percentages, with comparisons using one-way analysis of variance or Fisher's exact test.
Logistic regression models were used to assess the probability of GDM by different risk factors in participants with normal FPG. Quantitative variables were included as continuous variables if not otherwise indicated. The effects were expressed as ORs. Tests of significance and 95% CIs were computed by using the likelihood ratio statistic. The goodness of fit of the final model was also evaluated (logistic link function, Hosmer-Lemeshow and the le Cessie and van Houwelingen statistic).
To optimise the predictability of the final model, we used the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method [21, 22] . The tuning parameter was fitted by 100-fold cross-validation.
The final prediction model was calculated for each participant and the performance was estimated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves with and without the information of the FPG pretest. The ROC-AUC and 95% CIs were estimated by non-parametric methods.
Statistical analysis was performed with R (V2.13.1) [23] . A two-sided p value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant and there were no considerations to adjust for multiplicity. Full data were available for the statistical analyses, except where otherwise stated.
Results
Development of the multivariable risk estimation model in participants with normal FPG Characteristics of the study population are given in Table 1 . Table 2 describes the association between GDM risk factors and incident GDM in participants with normal FPG, and also reports the test accuracy of the specific risk factors. If univariable analysis indicated an association with GDM then the respective variable was further included in a multiple logistic regression model. As lower FPG levels indicate a lower risk for GDM, this variable was further included in the multivariable model, which significantly improved the model fit. Being overweight or obese preconception missed significance in the multivariable model (OR 1.12, 95% CI 0.78, 1.61, p0 0.542) and was therefore excluded. The excluded variables showed no significant model improvement when they were re-entered into the final multivariable model. Comparable independent predictors were observed by using automatic variable selection procedures (forward, backward or stepwise). Logistic link function and model calibration behaved satisfactorily. An interaction of FPG and preconception dyslipidaemia (p00.016) was not included because of the low prevalence of preconception dyslipidaemia in the study population (n015).
Regression coefficients of the remaining variables as well as penalised regression coefficients using the LASSO method (λ01.60) are given in Table 2 . The probability of incident GDM in participants with FPG below 5.1 mmol/l can be computed as:
where x×b0−5.72+history of GDM×1.16+glycosuria× 0.94 + age × 0.08 + relative with type 2 diabetes × 0.46 + preconception dyslipidaemia×1.38+ethnic origin×0.63+ FPG [mmol/l]×0. 48 A more user-friendly GDM calculator is provided as electronic supplementary material (ESM).
ROC analysis of the risk estimation model applied to participants with normal FPG The AUC from the ROC analysis of the risk estimation model applied to the evaluation cohort was 0.71 (95% CI 0.67, 0.75) and thus showed a fair accuracy for detecting GDM in participants with FPG below 5.1 mmol/l ( Fig. 1a ; ROC-AUC of 1.00 represents a perfect test and 0.50 a worthless test). The test accuracy of the multivariable risk model appeared superior to the ROC-AUC of the individual risk factors shown in Table 2 .
ROC analysis of the combined information of risk estimation model and FPG (two-step algorithm) on all available 1,336
women Figure 1b shows the combined information of this algorithm in addition to the FPG pretest applied to all included 1,336 women (participants with a pathological FPG pretest [≥5.1 mmol/l] were diagnosed as having GDM and thus received a score value of 1). The ROC-AUC of the FPG measurement alone (0.82, 95% CI 0.81, 0.84) was significantly increased to 0.90 (95% CI 0.88, 0.91) by including information from the multivariable risk estimation model. Youden's index revealed a cut-off value of 0.54 (sensitivity 74.4%, 95% CI 71.0, 77.4; specificity 94.2, 95% CI 92.1, 95.8). However, a score value of 0.20 or higher with a maximum sensitivity was chosen to decide between low and intermediate/high risk for GDM (sensitivity 96.5%, 95% CI 94.9, 97.6; specificity 30.9%, 95% CI 27.4, 34.6). Thus, 192 of 622 participants (30.9%) were correctly defined as glucose-tolerant normals, while 25 of 714 women with GDM (3.5%) were misclassified.
Adjusted ORs of additional predictive variables for GDM, which were evaluated in subgroups, are given in Table 3 . Some predictors showed a significant contribution to the combined information of the risk estimation model in addition to FPG using the likelihood ratio test. However, the ROC-AUC remained similar. We observed a significant linear association between FPG and preconception BMI (r00.28, p<0.001) in the studied population. Moreover, women with FPG levels of 5.1 mmol/l or higher had significantly higher preconception BMI (mean difference 3.4 kg/m 2 , 95% CI 2.7, 4.0, p<0.001).
Validation of the risk prediction algorithm Of a total of 258 pregnant women, 59 (22.9%) developed GDM. A total of 29 
Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to develop a screening algorithm for GDM combining simple and routinely available clinical variables. A multivariable risk estimation model was designed to predict alterations in the OGTT by absence of pathologies in FPG and was thus suited for integration into a multistage procedure for diagnosing GDM following a simple fasting blood examination. However, the OGTT remains the final diagnostic test in pregnant women with normal FPG levels but with intermediate or high risk of GDM. This strategy could significantly reduce the number of invasive and expensive OGTT examinations, with a particularly low number of false-negative participants. A pragmatic explanation of how the proposed algorithm could be used in clinical practice is shown in Fig. 2 . In the past, several research groups have focused on clinical risk equations for GDM in different ethnic groups [16] [17] [18] 24] . While most of these studies were technically well performed, they reflect the inconsistency of strategies and thresholds for diagnosing GDM [11] . The IADPSG Consensus Panel recently revised its recommendations for the diagnosis of GDM, particularly based on the results of the HAPO (Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcome) study, aiming to close the 'lack of international uniformity in the approach to ascertainment and diagnosis of GDM' [20, 25] . Although OGTT screening is recommended for all pregnant women, the Consensus Panel stated that more cost-effective strategies that do not require an OGTT should be developed. However, clinical prediction models exclusively based on these recent diagnostic guidelines are still missing [20] . Furthermore, the discomfort of the OGTT might present an additional barrier to GDM screening among pregnant women, again highlighting the need for alternatives to universal OGTT screening in this group [11] .
In contrast, FPG measurement is a well tolerated and inexpensive routine examination [26] . The requirement for an overnight fast might be a limitation; however, FPG measurement has been suggested to have a better test accuracy as a random plasma glucose test with reproducible values throughout the entire pregnancy [11, 27] . The HAPO study further estimated that FPG measurement identifies about 50% of all affected women without additional 1 and 2 h OGTT values [25] . This is comparable to our findings, where 40-65% of women with GDM were diagnosed by an FPG level of 5.1 mmol/l or above in both the validation and evaluation cohorts. As other recent studies have proposed that low FPG levels might help to rule out incident GDM [19, 26] , this continuous variable was additionally included to improve the final risk equation. Furthermore, Black et al recently demonstrated that the risk for adverse pregnancy outcomes differs between women with impaired fasting glucose and abnormal glucose values during the OGTT, providing evidence that women with elevated fasting levels particularly suffer from delivering LGA infants [28] . Our results might corroborate this important observation as the presented risk algorithm, which uses a maximum of information from the FPG measurement, was strongly associated with postnatal macrosomia, even when the model was adjusted for other OGTT values and moreover for GDM status as well as other variables associated with macrosomia of the offspring, such as preconception BMI [29] or maternal triacylglycerol levels [30, 31] .
The other variables in the risk estimation model included history of GDM, glycosuria, first-or second-degree relative with type 2 diabetes, preconception dyslipidaemia, age at gestation and high-risk ethnicity for GDM. While these predictors are in accord with the literature [4, 12, 32, 33] , it is of interest that maternal overweight/obesity gave almost no contributing information and was therefore not included in the final model. The first clinical scoring system for GDM prediction, presented by Naylor et al, was based on preconception BMI in addition to maternal age and ethnicity [17] . In addition, other risk scores have revealed a contributing effect of BMI in GDM prediction [16, 18, 24] . It is, however, striking that in contrast to our model, none of the above-mentioned prediction algorithms included data on FPG. However, it has been stated that the combined effect of preconception BMI and FPG in the prediction of GDM has no additional effect on sensitivity and specificity [26] . In addition, higher rates of overweight were observed in participants with impaired fasting glucose in our study; this might explain the marginal contribution of BMI in our study and its exclusion from the multivariable model.
Savvidou et al have demonstrated that several biochemical measurements in the first trimester of pregnancy can improve the discrimination of high-and low-risk individuals, in addition to simple anamnestic variables using the WHO criteria for diagnosing GDM [34] . However, inclusion of some novel risk variables did not improve test accuracy in our analysis; therefore, and to optimise the cost-effectiveness of the algorithm, these biochemical variables were not included in our prediction model, which was primarily based on cheap and simple variables that are ubiquitously available in an obstetric setting. Nevertheless, women with negative test results should be re-evaluated if clinical signs of GDM such as macrosomia on ultrasound [35] or glycosuria occur during pregnancy.
Regarding the cost-effectiveness of various procedures, a randomised cost-minimisation analysis found that one-step screening (2 h OGTT, Canadian Diabetes Association criteria) was more expensive than two-step approaches including a glucose challenge test based on time expenditure and analyses of multiple blood samples [36] . Another very recent decision analysis suggested that the IADPSG criteria are cost-effective, if post-delivery care is accomplished aiming to reduce diabetes incidence at follow-up. The authors recommended an FPG test at the first prenatal visit and a 2 h OGTT at 24-28 weeks' gestation in all women with early FPG levels lower than 5.1 mmol/l [37] . This approach is in accordance with our algorithm and argues for its cost-effectiveness.
The major advantage of our study is that the presented risk estimation is based on a large number of affected women using the new international diagnostic recommendations. It should be mentioned that both the evaluation and validation cohorts consisted of central Europeans and it is difficult to extrapolate the results to other populations. This is an important limitation of our study, as in a recent report of the HAPO study, Sacks et al observed considerable variations in GDM incidence between different centres and ethnic subgroups [38] . While FPG measurement was successful in diagnosing 55% of GDM cases in the total cohort and showed good test performance at most HAPO study sites, the accuracy was much lower in some Asian centres. The authors concluded that it might be reasonable to perform an initial FPG measurement followed by the full OGTT examination if this test is negative, particularly in populations with high FPG success rates. This is in agreement with the two-step algorithm presented in our study.
The high percentage of women with GDM in the evaluation cohort of this study (53.4%) is explained by the study design including more individuals with positive risk factors. It is not expected that this design per se is accompanied by a risk of bias for the model estimators. However, such a risk factor constellation could differ from that of the target population; this might have an impact on the selection of variables for the prediction score and thus underlines the need for a second validation cohort, which was included in this study. GDM incidence was still high in the latter cohort (23%), but comparable with incidences reported in some HAPO centres (e.g. 24.3% in Manchester, UK) [38] .
However, it should be noted that the present study was performed in centres with intensive care units for neonates and thus the study population is a representative sample of tertiary care units. The lack of specificity of the risk estimation model (the second step) is another limitation. We chose a lower cut-off with high sensitivity for the second step to keep the number of false-negative results as low as possible. Consequently, this was accompanied by a higher proportion of individuals receiving an OGTT. Therefore, we recommend the FPG examination with high specificity (100%) as a first screening step. As shown in this study, the combination of both tests improves the overall accuracy.
In summary, we have developed a simple prediction algorithm for evaluating the risk of GDM that includes information from FPG results in addition to several anamnestic variables that can be easily assessed in a clinical setting. The proposed screening algorithm is based on the recent IADPSG recommendations and showed a high diagnostic accuracy, validated by a second cohort. The proposed cut-off value was also able to rule out GDM with high sensitivity. The predictive ability of the risk estimation for the delivery of a macrosomic offspring, which was also apparent after adjustment for GDM status and several covariables, underlines its clinical importance, in particular for a central European population. The proposed algorithm may be a further step in the development of an alternative to the OGTT, particularly in settings where the universal screening of all pregnant women with the full diagnostic OGTT is difficult or impossible. Further evaluation of this approach in different populations is necessary to ensure an optimised simple diagnostic algorithm for GDM.
